
From lost villages and Victorian theatres,  
to Tudor alleyways and medieval 
churches, Lost Britain tells the intriguing 
story of Britain’s buildings, monuments, 
valleys, landscape features, roads and 
rivers that have been forgotten over the 
centuries.

Lost Britain explores the hidden 
corners of Britain’s history, shining a light 
on curious places such as ghost villages, 
forgotten architectural masterpieces, 
abbeys and monasteries left in ruins after 
the Reformation, the purported resting 
place of Anne Boleyn’s heart, and the 
back-to-back houses in Birmingham. 
Learn about how nature has changed 
Britain’s landscape beyond recognition 
and lands have been lost, forests 
destroyed or regrown and rivers have 
changed their course.

Exploring the history of the lost 
parts of Britain, author David Long both 
mourns their loss and celebrates the 
achievements of the engineers and 
architects of past generations, revealing 
some extraordinary features of this nation’s 
history that should not be forgotten.
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DaviD Long has been a writer 
and journalist his whole adult life, and 
has written around twenty books on 
London and Britain. His work reflects an 
unquenchable appetite for the quirkier, 
less well-known aspects of  the country’s 
long history, its changing landscape and its 
many eccentric buildings and inhabitants. 
He is also the author of  Bizarre England for 
Michael O’Mara Books.
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From old modes of  transport and 

methods of  payment to bygone 

businesses, forgotten pastimes and 

abandoned architecture, this is an 

intriguing journey through Britain’s  

past that reveals the secrets of  the  

relics and ruins of  this historic land. 

FFF or a people who have preserved 
so much of  our past, we have 

lost an awful lot. Over time, priceless 
treasures have gone missing, exceptional 
constructions have been torn down, 
potentially world-changing technologies 
have been quietly killed off  and entire 
villages have vanished. Sometimes the 
search has never been called off  – for 
example, in the Fens, where King John’s  
crown jewels are thought to have 
disappeared.
 In Lost Britain, author David Long 
delves into Britain’s forgotten past. 
Unearthing the final burial place of   
Anne Boleyn in Suffolk, the hamlet of  
Lost in Aberdeenshire, the mislaid county 
of  Middlesex, the old Welsh railway 
run on seven different forms of  power, a 
missing fort in County Down, God’s Gift 
in Cumberland and England’s Atlantis, 
the secret stories of  each are revealed.
 This is a tale of  Britain told through 
the extinct enterprises, entertainments, 
settlements, landmarks, historic events 
and ways of  life that once made up these 
islands – all are lost and found in  
this book.
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